Thello Fact Sheet

Thello
Overnight Service: Paris - Milan or Venice
Thello trains are the same as the previous Artesia night trains, trainsets are being refurbished however they
offer a similar level of comfort.
The TGV France- Italy trains have intermediate stops at, Verona Porta Nuova, Brescia, Milan, Dijon , Bologna
and Florence stations for people to board and disembark.
**This is not a luxury train. The train compartments & service are basic. Please ensure you have realistic
expectations for travelling on this sleeper train. Alternatively, you can make your way between France & Italy on
day trains**

DUE TO A LANDSLIDE OCCURING NEAR MODANE, FRANCE ON 2ND JULY,
TICKET SALES ON THELLO NIGHT TRAIN - ROUTE 200 (VENICE-PARIS) AND
ROUTE 201 (PARIS-VENICE) HAVE BEEN SUSPENDED UNTIL 3RD AUG 2019.
Train
Number

Routing

Travel
Times

220

Venezia Santa Lucia -Milano Centrale 13 hours
- Dijon - Paris Gare de Lyon

Daily

221

Paris Gare de Lyon - Dijon - Milano
Centrale - Venezia Santa Lucia

Daily

13 hours

Frequency

**Passholders are entitled to a discounted fare, however this is currently only available to book
locally**
Rules:
Thello night trains can be booked up to 120 days in advance.
First name, surname & date of birth required at the time of booking.

Onboard Thello Trains
Sleepers (Gender distinction): Single, Double & T3 Air conditioned cabins
Security lock and spy hole on the door
Comfortable berths
Sheets and duvet
Bottle of water and slippers
Sink with shaver's socket
Night arrangement of the cabin by an attendant upon passenger's request
Wake-up service
Trolley service and access to the bar/restaurant car
Complimentary breakfast served at the restaurant

Couchettes T4
Air conditioned cabins
Sheets and duvet
One attendant for two cars
Wake-up service between 30 and 60 minutes before train's arrival
Bottle of water and slippers
"Ladies Only" cabin (1 dedicated compartment)
Couchettes T6 (No gender distinction) Air conditioned cabins
Attendant
Sheets and duvet
Wake-up service between 30 and 60 minutes before train' s arrival
Bottle of water
Restaurant / Bar Restaurant carriage operated by LSG Sky Chefs, where it is possible to have dinner
and breakfast on board
Restaurant services: dinner and breakfast with sit-down service
Bar for snacks and drinks
Trolley service
Complimentary breakfast for customers of the sleeper coach
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